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Description (Optional)
This photo was taken in the bell tower overlooking the cathedral in Florence, Italy. This cathedral stands out
among all the other building and is extremely easy to spot. The exterior is covered in pink, green and white
marble.
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About the Contributor (Optional)
I am currently a sophomore at Cedarville university and a visual communication major. I am a member of the
Cedarville University tennis team but i have many more hobbies than just tennis. One of my favorite things to
do is practice photography.
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POeTRY BY TeSlA klingeR
My beautiful teacup is chipped, not whole 
Anymore. But it still does its duty. 
I pour in hot water, making it full. 
The heat evokes sweet taste. Brewed tea 
Now fills the cup, fulfills the cup’s purpose. 
It is still chipped but silently it speaks, 
Louder than all my entire known corpus, 
To the simple beauty that leaks  
From being able to do well its task. 
I asked for tea, and it gave me eth’real 
Flavor to enjoy. I, overcome, bask  
In the simple wholeness that the cup’s real 
 Beauty proves. And then I understood it. 
 Imperfections embraced make it perfect.
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